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1. Microsoft Exchange Connector
The Coveo connector for Microsoft Exchange systems allows Coveo administrators to bring the content of
Exchange mailboxes, mailbox archives, and public folders into the unified index so that they become searchable by
end-users.

1.1 Connector Features Summary

Features Supported Additional information

Exchange version 2010, 2013, 2016,
and Online

(For Exchange Online only) Following available
Exchange Online releases

Searchable content types Emails, attachments, and events

Content
update

Incremental
refresh

Full refresh

Rebuild

Document-level security Permissions must be manually defined on the source
[more]

1.2 Features
The Microsoft Exchange connector features are:

l Support for Microsoft Exchange 2016, 2013, 2010, and Online servers

Notes:

o CES 7.0.8047+ (December 2015) The connector supports Microsoft Exchange 2016.

o CES 7.0.5425+ (May 2013) The connector supports Microsoft Exchange 2013.

o CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) The connector can index Microsoft Exchange Online mailboxes (not only
remote archives).

o CES 7.0.7711– (June 2015) The connector could not index Exchange Online on an organization-wide
basis due to Microsoft API limitations.

l CES 7.0.6684+ (Mai 2014) In the context of an Exchange Server 2013 hybrid deployment, support for remote
archives hosted in Exchange Online

l Support Web Services and WebDAV connection types

l Mailbox indexing
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l Lync conversation history indexing

l Microsoft Exchange 2013/2010 mailbox archive indexing

l Public folder indexing

l Security indexing combining:

o Microsoft Exchange permissions set in Exchange by users

o Permissions set in Active Directory by administrators

l Incremental refresh to periodically query Microsoft Exchange for the latest edits, keeping the index content up-
to-date

l Metadata collecting for emails, contacts, tasks, and calendars

l Supports two types of forms-based authentication for Outlook Web Access (OWA):

o Standard Exchange forms-based authentication

o ISA Server forms-based authentication

l Support for the standard Microsoft Exchange front-end and back-end server configurations (as described in the
Microsoft articles Front-End and Back-End Topologies Overview and Front-End and Back-End Topology
Advantages).

l CES 7.0.8047+ (December 2015) When indexing Exchange content, the connector can be paused and
resumed if an hidden parameter is set (see Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters).

FeatureHistory

Coveo
Platform
version

Monthly
release

Features

7.0.8047 December
2015

Support for Microsoft 2016.

7.0.7814 August
2015

Indexing of Exchange Online mailboxes (see "Configuring and Indexing Microsoft
Exchange Sources for an Online Deployment" on page l).

7.0.6684 May 2014 In the context of an Exchange Server 2013 hybrid deployment, support for remote
archives hosted in Exchange Online (see "Configuring and Indexing Microsoft Exchange
Sources for a Hybrid Deployment" on page xlii).

7.0.6607 April 2014 For Exchange 2013 search results, breadcrumbs show full email folder hierarchy.

7.0.5425 May 2013 Support for Microsoft Exchange 2013
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What'sNext?

Review the steps for the deployment of the Microsoft Exchange connector (see "Microsoft Exchange Connector
Deployment Overview" on page vii).
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2. Microsoft Exchange Connector Deployment Overview
The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Microsoft Exchange connector. The steps indicate
the order in which you must perform configuration tasks on both the Microsoft Exchange and CES systems. Some
steps are applicable only to particular Exchange deployment configurations.

About the Support for ExchangeServer 2013Hybrid Deployments

In the context of an Exchange Server 2013 hybrid deployment, the Coveo connector supports to index the following
content:

l Local full content (mailboxes, archives, public folders) on the Exchange On-Premises Server 2013

l Remote archives on Exchange Online

As you can see local is relative to the Exchange On-Premises Server. Archives can be both local when on the On-
Premises server, or remote when on Exchange Online.

In the context of an Exchange Server 2013 hybrid deployment, as indicated in the following procedure, you must
create two sources, respectively for the local and remote parts.

Note: CES 7.0.6684+ (May 2014) Support for indexing remote archives in the context of an Exchange Server
2013 hybrid deployment.

To deploy theMicrosoft Exchange connector

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Microsoft Exchange Connector Requirements" on
page x).

2. Microsoft Exchange configuration:

a. Create the Exchange crawling account to be used by the Coveo connector to access your Exchange
content (see "Creating a Microsoft Exchange Crawling Account" on page xvi).

b. For Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 only:

i. Configure the throttling policy (see "Configuring the Throttling Policy for the Microsoft Exchange
Account" on page xxiii).

ii. When you plan to index Exchange public folders, ensure that the public folders of your users are
correctly configured for the crawler (see "Preventing Microsoft Exchange Public Folder Crawling
Issues" on page xxv).

c. For an Exchange hybrid deployment only, when you want to index remote archives, you must enable
impersonation for the CES crawling identity in Exchange Online (see "Enabling Impersonation in Microsoft
Exchange Online" on page xxvi).

d. CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) For an Exchange Online deployment with cloud-based users only,
authorize the Coveo connector to access the online mailboxes of your Azure AD users (see "Authorizing
the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes of Your Azure AD Users" on page xix).

3. On the Coveo server, in the Administration Tool:
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a. Configure the user identity.

The connector needs to know the credentials of the Microsoft Exchange account that you created in step
2.a by creating a CES user identity that you will later associate to your Microsoft Exchange source (see
"Adding a User Identity" on page xxviii).

b. Configure a security provider that you will later associate to your Microsoft Exchange source.

Depending on your kind of deployment:

l For hybrid or on-premises deployments

The connector needs information on how to manage Microsoft Exchange permissions
(see "Configuring a Microsoft Exchange Security Provider" on page xxix).

l CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) For online deployments with cloud-based users

Since the Azure AD Graph API used to list the Microsoft Exchange Online mailboxes is not an
Exchange API, it is currently not possible to retrieve Exchange permissions on indexed items. Thus,
only the owner of the mailbox, whom identity is either his principal email address or his UPN 
(UserPrincipalName), is allowed to see his documents.

Starting with the owner identity of each mailbox, the security provider type to use depends on how
users are authenticated when they access the Coveo search interface:

Notes:

o The members retrieved on documents are going to be mapped to this security provider identity
type.

o You may require to also use a REGEX Transform Member Name security provider in between
the two security providers presented below to map member types. Contact Coveo Support for
assistance.

o When authenticated with their email address, use an Email security provider (see "Configuring an
Email Security Provider" on page lxxiii).

o When authenticated with an Active Directory account, use an Active Directory security provider
(see "Configuring an Active Directory Security Provider" on page lxx).

Notes:

n CES comes with an Active Directory security provider that you can configure to connect to
the default domain. When your environment contains more than one domain, you can select
an Active Directory security provider that you created for other domains.

n An Active Directory security provider is appropriate only when the User Principal Name
(UPN) matches the email address for all users.

c. Configure and index the Microsoft Exchange source.

The Coveo connector needs to know details about the Microsoft Exchange Server or hybrid deployment to
be able to index its content.
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l When indexing only an Exchange On-Premises Server, see "Configuring and Indexing a Microsoft
Exchange Source for an On-Premises Deployment" on page xxxii.

l When indexing an Exchange Server 2013 hybrid deployment, see "Configuring and Indexing
Microsoft Exchange Sources for a Hybrid Deployment" on page xlii.

l CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) When indexing Exchange Online mailboxes, see "Configuring and
Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for an Online Deployment" on page l.

d. Optionally, modify hidden source parameters.

Once your Microsoft Exchange source is up and running, if you encounter indexing issues, consider
modifying some hidden source parameters to try resolving the issues (see "Modifying Hidden Microsoft
Exchange Source Parameters" on page lvii).

e. Optionally, fine-tune the callback service

For Microsoft Exchange Server 2013, 2010, and 2007, the Coveo Exchange (WebServices) connector
uses an Exchange API to identify modified content and improve incremental refresh performances. You
can fine-tune the callback service configuration file (see "Fine-Tuning the Exchange Callback Service" on
page xxxix).

What'sNext?

In out-of-the-box Coveo .NET search interfaces, end-users can select to open Exchange email search results either
in Outlook Web Access (OWA) or directly in Outlook from Coveo .NET search interfaces using the Open emails with
Microsoft Outlook search interface preference option.

l With Outlook 2007 and up on Windows systems, the outlook:// protocol is disabled by default when
Microsoft Office is installed. The email result links in Coveo search interfaces use this protocol to allow users to
open email search results directly in Outlook. If not already done, enable the protocol on all workstations for
example using GPO (see Shortcuts and the Missing Outlook:// Protocol).

l If not already done, consider deploying the Desktop Integration Package on workstations to allow users to take
advantage of the Outlook Sidebar.
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3. Microsoft Exchange Connector Requirements
Your environment needs to meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for Microsoft
Exchange systems:

l Coveo license for the Microsoft Exchange Connector

Your Coveo license must include support for the Microsoft Exchange Connector to be able to use this
connector.

l Microsoft Exchange versions:

o Supported versions: 

n Online

n 2010, 2013 (on-premises or hybrid), 2016

Notes:

n CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) Support for Microsoft Exchange Online mailboxes.

n CES 7.0.6684+ (May 2014) Support for indexing remote archives hosted in Exchange Online in the
context of an Exchange Server 2013 hybrid deployment.

o Deprecated support versions:  2003, 2007 SP1

What'sNext?

Set up a full read Microsoft Exchange Account (see "Setting up a Full Read Microsoft Exchange Account" on page
xvii).
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4. Microsoft ExchangeOnline Source Quick Setups
CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015)

The Coveo connector for Exchange now supports three different Exchange Online setups (see "Microsoft Exchange
Connector" on page iv). Consequently, the Coveo components and parameter values required to create Exchange
Online sources vary depending on the Exchange Online environment.

The configuration of the components required to create a source for a given common Exchange environment is
however often simple for an administrator that is familiar with the Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) source creation
process.

The topics in this section outline the required components and parameters to create a source for the supported
Exchange Online environments. Parameters not mentioned should be left to their default values.

In the table of contents, each quick setup title gives information on the Exchange Online environment, helping you
choosing the quick setup that best suits your needs.

4.1 Microsoft Exchange Online With Azure AD Users (Cloud-Based or
Synced/Federated) Source Quick Setup
CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015)

This topic outlines the required components and parameters to create a source for an Exchange Online deployment
where:

l All mailboxes are stored in Exchange Online

l Mailbox owners are:

o Cloud-based users that can be listed using Azure AD.

AND/OR

o Federated users synced in Azure AD.

Parameters not mentioned should be left to their default values.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements:

l CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015)

l Your Coveo license includes the Microsoft Exchange Connector.

2. Create a user identity with a dedicated Windows account that has access to all the Exchange content that you
want to index. [more]
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Key
parameter

Value

Name You must name your user identity.

User An Office 365 Administrator account that can access your Windows Azure management
portal.

Password The corresponding password.

3. In the Windows Azure management portal, create an Azure AD application to authorize the Coveo connector to
access the Exchange Online mailboxes of your Azure AD users. [more]

4. Depending on the way your users authenticate in your Coveo search interface, create a security provider to
resolve Azure AD users. [more]

l When authenticating with an email:

Key parameter Value

Name You must name your security provider.

Security Provider
Type

Email

Security Provider (Optional) The security provider to map Email identities to another identity
type.

l When authenticating with an AD account, use the default Active Directory security provider or create a new
one:

Important: The User Principal Name (UPN) must match the email address for all users.

Key parameter Value

Name You must name your security provider.

Security
Provider Type

Active Directory

User Identity The user identity containing an account that has access to the desired domain or
(none) when you want to use the CES service account.

Security
Provider

(Optional) The security provider to map Email identities to another identity type.

5. Create an Exchange source. [more]
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Key parameter Value

Name You must name your source.

Source Type Exchange (WebServices)

Addresses https://outlook.office365.com/

AzureAdOAuth2TokenEndpoint
(hidden parameter)

The endpoint used to obtain an access token using OAuth 2.0 (see
Authorizing the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange Online
Mailboxes of Your Azure AD Users).

AzureAdGraphApiEndpoint
(hidden parameter)

The endpoint used by the Azure AD Graph API to access directory data
in the Windows Azure AD directory (see Authorizing the Coveo
Connector to Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes of Your Azure AD
Users).

AzureAdClientId
(hidden parameter)

The Azure AD client ID you previously obtained (see Authorizing the
Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes of Your
Azure AD Users).

AzureAdClientKey
(hidden parameter)

The Azure AD client key you previously obtained (see Authorizing the
Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes of Your
Azure AD Users).

OwnerOnlySecurity
(hidden parameter)

true

Exchange Security Provider The security provider you just created.

Authentication The user identity you created.

4.2 Microsoft Exchange Online With Federated Users Source Quick Setup
CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015)

This topic outlines the required components and parameters to create a source for an Exchange Online deployment
where:

l All mailboxes are stored in Exchange Online

l Mailbox owners are on-premises users listed in a local AD.

Parameters not mentioned should be left to their default values.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements:

l CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015)

l Your Coveo license includes the Microsoft Exchange Connector.

2. Create a user identity with a dedicated Windows account that has access to all the Exchange content that you
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want to index. [more]

Key
parameter

Value

Name You must name your user identity.

User A full read Microsoft Exchange account that has read access on all the mailboxes you want
to index.

Password The corresponding password.

3. Depending on the way your users authenticate in your Coveo search interface, create a security provider to
resolve AD users. [more]

l When authenticating with an email:

Key parameter Value

Name You must name your security provider.

Security Provider
Type

Email

Security Provider (Optional) The security provider to map Email identities to another identity
type.

l When authenticating with an AD account, use the default Active Directory security provider or create a new
one:

Important: The User Principal Name (UPN) must match the email address for all users.

Key parameter Value

Name You must name your security provider.

Security
Provider Type

Active Directory

User Identity The user identity containing an account that has access to the desired domain or
(none) when you want to use the CES service account.

Security
Provider

(Optional) The security provider to map Email identities to another identity type.

4. Create an Exchange source. [more]
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Key parameter Value

Name You must name your source.

Source Type Exchange (WebServices)

Addresses https://outlook.office365.com/

OwnerOnlySecurity
(hidden parameter)

true

Active Directory Security
Provider

Active Directory or a custom Active Directory security provider that you
created for a specific domain.

Authentication The user identity you created.
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5. Microsoft Exchange Configuration for the Connector
The topics in this section describe configuration to be made on the Microsoft Exchange server for the deployment of
the Coveo connector.

5.1 Creating a Microsoft Exchange Crawling Account
The Exchange connector needs an Exchange account to be able to access and index your Exchange content. The
Exchange connector supports different Exchange deployment configurations. The requirements for the crawling
account depend on the deployment configuration.

While you can use an existing account that meets the requirements, the best practice is to create an Exchange
account dedicated to the Coveo connector. If you must occasionally or regularly change the account password,
ensure to immediately also change the password in the CES user identity that holds the credentials to prevent
source indexing update issues.

l Crawling account for an Exchange On-Premises Server

For an Exchange On-Premises server, the crawling account must have full read access to all the Exchange
content that you want to index (see "Setting up a Full Read Microsoft Exchange Account" on page xvii).

l Crawling account for an Exchange hybrid deployment

In the context of an Exchange hybrid deployment, you must use two sources, one for the local content hosted
on the Exchange On-Premises Server 2013, and one for the remote archives hosted on Exchange Online (see
"About the Support for Exchange Server 2013 Hybrid Deployments" on page vii). You can however use the
same crawling account for both sources.

When crawling remote archives, the Exchange connector must establish multiple secure connections with
different services listed in the following table. In a best case scenario, a single user identity can be used to
access all these services. As you can see from the table, the only identity format that is common to all required
services is the UPN/SMTP format (ces_crawling@mycompany.com) that must therefore be used when
creating the user identity to be associated with the source for the remote part of an hybrid deployment.

Service Identity Identity format

Exchange
Online
EWS

Exchange online user (Synced
with AD or in cloud) with the
ApplicationImpersonation

role (see "Enabling
Impersonation in Microsoft
Exchange Online" on page
xxvi)

ces_crawling@mycompany.com

or
ces_crawling@mycompany.onmicrosoft.com
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Service Identity Identity format

Exchange
On-
Premises
PowerShell

Exchange On-Premises Server
administrator

ces_crawling@mycompany.com

or
mycompany\ces_crawling

Active
Directory

Any valid Active Directory
account

ces_crawling@mycompany.com

or
mycompany\ces_crawling

Note:When a user with all the above properties does not exist and cannot be created, you can use the
PowerShellUserName and PowerShellPassword hidden parameters to create and specify an additional
user identity on the source (see Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters).

l CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) Crawling account for an Exchange Online

Depending on your setup:

o When your users are cloud-based

The crawling account can be the same Office 365 administrator account that you use to allow the
connector access to the Exchange Online mailboxes of your Azure AD users (see "Authorizing the Coveo
Connector to Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes of Your Azure AD Users" on page xix).

Note: The Office 365 account must have at least the following roles:

n Exchange administrator

n User management administrator

o When your users are federated

The crawling account must have full read access to all the Exchange content that you want to index (see
"Setting up a Full Read Microsoft Exchange Account" on page xvii).

What'sNext?

Create a CES user identity to hold the credentials of the Exchange account that you created for the Coveo
connector exclusive use (see "Adding a User Identity" on page xxviii).

5.1.1 Setting up a Full ReadMicrosoft ExchangeAccount

You need to set up a special account in the Microsoft Exchange Server to be able to crawl multiple mailboxes using
a single source. This account must have read access on all the mailboxes and all the public folders that you want to
index.

Note: The best practice is to create a dedicated account for the Coveo connector. Coveo recommends using an
account which has a password that never expires to avoid crawling problems. Otherwise, you must update the
password in the user identity after each password change.
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To set up a full readMicrosoft Exchange account

1. For a Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 installation, refer to the following Microsoft article for information on how
to set up such an account: How to assign service account access to all mailboxes in Exchange Server 2003

2. For Microsoft Exchange Server Online (only with federated users), 2013 (On-Premises and hybrid), 2010, and
2007 installations, use one of the following methods:

Note: CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) Support for Microsoft Exchange Online.

l Method 1 - Recommended

Note: This method grants read permissions to the crawling account for all existing mailboxes, but also
automatically for all mailboxes that will be created in the future.

a. On the Microsoft Exchange Server, open the Exchange Management Shell.

b. Run the following command, and then note the value for the Identity parameter:

Get-OrganizationConfig

c. Run the following command:

Add-ADPermission -user [crawling_account] -Identity [Identity] -AccessRights

ReadProperty, GenericExecute -ExtendedRights "Receive-As"

where you replace:

o [crawling_account] by the name of your crawling account, or probably a best practice, by the
name of a dedicated Active Directory group containing only your crawling account.

o [Identity] by the value that you noted for the Identity parameter from the first command.

l Method 2 - Plan B

Important: This Exchange Management Shell command applies the permissions to currently existing
users. You must therefore repeat this procedure each time a new mailbox is added to Exchange to
ensure that the crawling account gains access to the new mailbox content.

It is therefore recommended to schedule to automatically execute the procedure at an appropriate time
interval.

a. Ensure that the crawling account has an active mailbox on a Microsoft Exchange server.

To crawl a Microsoft Exchange 2013/2010 server, the active mailbox of the account must be on a
Microsoft Exchange 2013/2010 server.

b. On the Microsoft Exchange Server, open the Exchange Management Shell.

c. Type the following command to give sufficient rights to a user to crawl using WebDAV or WebServices,
depending on your Exchange Server location:
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o For on-premises servers [Exchange 2013 (On-Premises and hybrid), 2010 and 2007]:

get-mailbox -server ServerName -ResultSize Unlimited | Add-

MailboxPermission -User ‘mydomain\myuser’ –AccessRights FullAccess

where you replace:

n ServerName by the name of your Exchange server

Note: The -server parameter is optional. When the parameter is not set, the rights are
effective for all Exchange on-premises servers

n domain\user by the user that you want to use to crawl the Microsoft Exchange content.

o For online servers:

get-mailbox -ResultSize Unlimited | Add-MailboxPermission -User

‘mydomain\myuser’ –AccessRights FullAccess

where you replace domain\user by the user that you want to use to crawl the Microsoft
Exchange content.

What'sNext?

For a Microsoft Exchange 2013 or 2010 server, configure the throttling policy to prevent crawling problems (see
"Configuring the Throttling Policy for the Microsoft Exchange Account" on page xxiii).

For other Microsoft Exchange servers, configure a CES user identity (see "Adding a User Identity" on page xxviii).

5.2 Authorizing the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange Online
Mailboxes of Your Azure AD Users
CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015)

When you want to index Microsoft Exchange Online mailboxes of cloud-based users (listed using Azure AD), you
must perform the OAuth 2.0 protocol of your choice to authorize the Coveo connector to access the mailboxes
content.

Note: In Azure AD, users with an on-premises Exchange plan and users with an Exchange Online plan cannot be
distinguished, meaning that it is currently not possible via a Microsoft API to ONLY list Exchange Online
users/mailboxes. However, using the procedure outlines in this topic, the content of all Exchange Online
mailboxes of your organization will be searchable and accessible by their owner. Moreover, during the indexing
process, all local mailboxes, which are owned by on-premises Exchange users, are ignored.

The OAuth 2.0 protocol is a protocol used for granting access to external applications without exposing the user's
real credentials. For the connector to be able to connect to your Exchange Online users, it must acquire a client ID,
a key, a Windows Azure AD Graph API endpoint, and an OAuth 2.0 token endpoint.
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To authorize the connector to access the ExchangeOnlinemailboxes of your Azure AD users

1. Log in to the Windows Azure management portal with an administrator account.

l (When you do not have a Microsoft Azure account) Sign up to the Windows Azure management portal via
the Office 365 admin center (see Sign up for an Azure Subscription with Your Office 365 Account).

2. In the Windows Azure management portal, in the navigation bar on the left, click Azure Active Directory.

3. In the [Directory tenant name] pane, in the navigation bar on the left, under Manage, click App registrations.

4. In the [Directory tenant name] - App registrations pane, in the action bar, click Endpoints.

5. In the Endpoints pane:

a. Take note of the following information that you will also need when configuring the source:

l Microsoft Azure AD Graph API Endpoint

Note: The endpoint value is needed when you later configure the Microsoft Exchange source (see
Configuring and Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for an Online Deployment).

l OAuth 2.0 Token Endpoint

Note: The endpoint value is needed when you later configure the Microsoft Exchange source (see
Configuring and Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for an Online Deployment).

b. Click the X icon.

6. Back in the [Directory tenant name] - App registrations pane, in the action bar, click New application
registration.

7. In the Create pane that appears on the right, enter the information related to your application:

a. In the first box, enter a descriptive Name for the application.

b. Under Application type, click the drop-down list menu, and then selectWeb app / API.

c. In the Sign-on URL box, enter http://localhost.

Note: This parameter is not used by the application, but cannot be left empty.

d. At the bottom of the pane, click Create.

8. Back in the [Directory tenant name] - App registrations pane, click the application you just created.
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9. In the Settings pane that appears, click Properties.

10. In the Properties pane:

i. Take note of the Application ID.

Note: The Application ID value is needed
when you later configure the Microsoft
Exchange source (see Configuring and
Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for an
Online Deployment).

ii. Next to Multi-tenanted, ensure No is selected.

iii. Click Save.

11. In the Settings pane, click Required permissions.

12. In the Required permissions pane, clickWindows Azure Active Directory
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(Microsoft.Azure.ActiveDirectory).

13. In the Enable Access pane that appears:

a. Click the Application permissions check box.

b. Click the Read directory data checkbox, and
clear the other checkboxes.

c. Click Save.

14. Back in the Required permissions pane, click Grant permissions, and then in the confirmation prompt click
Yes.

15. In the Settings pane, click Keys.

16. In the Keys pane:

a. In the first box on the left, enter a Key description.

b. Click the Duration drop-down list menu, and then select Never expires.

c. Click Save.

d. Upon successful configuration, your key Value appears. Copy and store this value that you will need when
configuring your Exchange source in a secure location.

Important: The key value is only displayed once and is not retrievable afterwards.

Note: The key value is needed when you later configure the Microsoft Exchange source (see Configuring
and Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for an Online Deployment).

e. Click the X icon.
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What'sNext?

Configure your Microsoft Exchange source (see "Configuring and Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for an
Online Deployment" on page l).

5.3 Configuring the Throttling Policy for the Microsoft Exchange Account
In Exchange 2010, Microsoft introduced the throttling policy feature that is also present in Exchange 2013 and
Online. With this feature, Exchange tracks the resources that each user consumes and enforces connection
bandwidth limits, as necessary.

The throttling restrictions however negatively impacts the performance of the Coveo crawler that inevitably
increases the load on the Microsoft Exchange Server. The default throttling policy assigned to Exchange users is
too restrictive for crawling operations, causing numerous errors and problems that drastically decrease
performance and possibly prevent access to some content.

The following tables describe the effects of the Microsoft Exchange throttling parameters on the crawling depending
on the Microsoft Exchange version.

l Exchange 2013

Throttling parameter Effect

EWSMaxConcurrency

EwsMaxBurst

When the value of this parameter is too low, you can get an error/warnings similar
to:
[url] could not be accessed by Web Services: The server cannot

service this request right now. Try again later.

EwsRechargeRate Defines the rate at which an EWS user budget is recharged (budget grows by)
during the budget time. This value is related to the EwsMaxBurst parameter.

EwsCutoffBalance Defines the resource consumption limits for EWS user before that user is
completely blocked from performing operations on a specific component. When
this situation occurs, you can get an error/warnings similar to:
[url] generated this error: The operation has timed out,

WebException status: Timeout.

EWSFindCountLimit When the value of this parameter is too low, you can get error/warnings similar to:
You have exceeded the maximum number of objects that can be
returned for the find operation. Use paging to reduce the
result size and try your request again.

EWSMaxSubscriptions This parameter affects the callback service, which prevents it from getting as
many subscriptions as it needs. The Subscribe operation fails with an error
status, the ErrorExceededSubscriptionCount response code, and the
message: You have exceeded the available subscriptions for your

account. Remove unnecessary subscriptions and try your request

again.

l Exchange 2010
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Throttling parameter Effect

EWSMaxConcurrency

EWSPercentTimeInAD

When the value of this parameter is too low, you can get an
error/warnings similar to:
[url] could not be accessed by Web Services: The server

cannot service this request right now. Try again later.

EWSPercentTimeInCAS

EWSPercentTimeInMailboxRPC

When the value of this parameter is too low, you can get an
error/warnings similar to:
[url] generated this error: The operation has timed

out, WebException status : Timeout

EWSFindCountLimit When the value of this parameter is too low, you can get error/warnings
similar to:
You have exceeded the maximum number of objects that

can be returned for the find operation. Use paging to

reduce the result size and try your request again.

EWSMaxSubscriptions This parameter affects the callback service, which prevents it from
getting as many subscriptions as it needs. The Subscribe operation fails
with an error status, the ErrorExceededSubscriptionCount
response code, and the message: You have exceeded the

available subscriptions for your account. Remove

unnecessary subscriptions and try your request again.

Note: For more information on the following aspects refer to the corresponding Microsoft document:

l How to manipulate the policies: Modifying Throttling Policies

l How to read IIS logs for policy usage: Exchange API-spotting

You need to configure the throttling policy to grant unlimited access to the Exchange Web Services for the user that
the connector will use to crawl the Microsoft Exchange content.

To configure the throttling policy for theMicrosoft Exchange account

1. Using an administrator account, connect to your Microsoft Exchange Server.

2. Open the Exchange Management Shell, and then:

a. Type the following command to create a new throttling policy called CoveoCrawlingPolicy:

l For Exchange 2013:

New-ThrottlingPolicy -Name CoveoCrawlingPolicy -EWSMaxConcurrency Unlimited -EWSMaxBurst

Unlimited -EWSRechargeRate Unlimited -EWSCutoffBalance Unlimited -EWSMaxSubscriptions

Unlimited
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Note: For the online part of an Exchange 2013 hybrid deployment and an Exchange Online
deployment, the throttling policy cannot be configured. The Coveo connector will be slowed down
but manages the throttling related errors.

l For Exchange 2010:

New-ThrottlingPolicy -Name CoveoCrawlingPolicy -EWSMaxConcurrency $null -

EWSPercentTimeInAD $null -EWSFindCountLimit $null -EWSPercentTimeInMailboxRPC $null -

EWSFastSearchTimeoutInSeconds $null -EWSMaxSubscriptions $null -EWSPercentTimeInCAS $null

b. Type the following command to retrieve this new throttling policy and assign it to a variable:

$b = Get-ThrottlingPolicy CoveoCrawlingPolicy

c. Type the following command to assign the throttling policy to the coveoUser:

Set-Mailbox -Identity coveoUser -ThrottlingPolicy $b

where you replace coveoUser by the username that you selected to crawl the Microsoft Exchange
content.

Note: The Coveo user must have a mailbox.

What'sNext?

When you want to index the content of Exchange 2010 public folders, ensure that your Exchange server is correctly
configured to prevent public folder crawling issues (see "Preventing Microsoft Exchange Public Folder Crawling
Issues" on page xxv).

Otherwise you are ready to configure a CES user identity (see "Adding a User Identity" on page xxviii).

5.4 Preventing Microsoft Exchange Public Folder Crawling Issues
The Coveo connector for Microsoft Exchange servers can crawl Exchange 2010 public folders, but you need to
ensure that your Exchange server is correctly configured to prevent public folder crawling issues.

To prevent public folder crawling issues

1. Refer to the Microsoft article Change the Default Public Folder Database for a Mailbox Database to find out
how to ensure that while the connector points at an Exchange 2010 client access server (CAS), Exchange,
behind the scene, does not point to a public folder database that is not compatible with Exchange 2010 Web
Services.

When this is the case, you may encounter the following errors while crawling Exchange 2010 folders:

l https://server2010/public/ could not be accessed by Web Services : The mailbox

that was requested doesn't support the specified RequestServerVersion.

l https://server2010/public/ could not be accessed by Web Services : An internal

server error occurred. The operation failed.

2. Refer to the Microsoft article Configure Public Folder Replication to find out how to ensure that the targeted
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public folders are correctly replicated on the default Public Folder Database for the account used by the
connector to crawl the Microsoft Exchange content.

When this is the case, you may encounter Not Found error messages.

5.5 Enabling Impersonation in Microsoft Exchange Online
The Coveo Exchange connector usually relies on the CES crawling identity to have full access permissions to all
mailboxes and their corresponding archive to index content from an Exchange On-Premises Server.

In an Exchange hybrid deployment, full access permission does not allow the CES crawling identity to access
remote archives through Exchange Online Web Services (EWS). Only user impersonation can grant the CES
crawling identity access to each user's remote archives. In an information system, impersonation is a mechanism
that enables an application such as Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to perform tasks on behalf of a user.

Consequently, in an Exchange hybrid deployment, when you want to index remote archives hosted on Exchange
Online, you must enable impersonation for the CES crawling identity in your Exchange Online organization.

In Microsoft Exchange Online, the impersonation rights are granted to a user through the Exchange
ApplicationImpersonation built-in management role.

To add theApplicationImpersonation role to theCES crawling identity in ExchangeOnline

1. Connect PowerShell to your Exchange Online organization (see Use Windows PowerShell in Exchange
Online).

Note:

l Administrative rights are needed to run the New-ManagementRoleAssignment command.

l Before running Import-PSSession $Session, you might need to run Set-ExecutionPolicy
Unrestricted (see Using the Set-ExecutionPolicy Cmdlet).

l More information on role addition (see Add a role to a user or USG).

2. In a PowerShell command-line connected to your Exchange Online organization, run the following command,
where you replace CES_crawler@mycompany.com by the user identity used by your source: 

PS> New-ManagementRoleAssignment -Role "ApplicationImpersonation" -User CES_

crawler@mycompany.com

3. Validate the access to the Remote Archives on the Exchange Online server:

a. Get the latest version of Microsoft EWSEditor.

b. Create a new Exchange Service (File > New Exchange Service) using these parameters:
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Name Value

Autodiscover - Service URL https://outlook.office365.com/EWS/Exchange.asmx

Autodiscover - Exchange Version Exchange2013

Credentials - User Name CES crawling identity in UPN/SMTP format

Credentials - Password Password of the CES crawling identity

Impersonation - Id Type SmtpAddress

Impersonation - Id SMTP address of one of the user with a Remote Archive to index

c. Open the impersonated user archive (right-clicking Add Root Folder) using these parameters:

Name Value

Well Known - Folder Name ArchiveMsgFolderRoot

Well Known - SMTP Address SMTP address of the impersonated user

Successful opening the impersonated user archive confirms that the CES crawling identity will be able to
impersonate and access this Remote Archive.
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6. CES Configuration for theMicrosoft Exchange Connector
The topics in this section describe configuration to be made on the Coveo server for the deployment of the Microsoft
Exchange connector.

6.1 Adding a User Identity
A user identity is a set of credentials for a given repository or system that you enter once in CES and can then
associate with one or more sources or security providers.

A user identity typically holds the credentials of an account that has read access to all the repository items that you
want to index. It is a best practice to create an account to be used exclusively by the Coveo processes and for which
the password does not change. If the password of this account changes in the repository, you must also change it in
the CES user identity.

To add a user identity

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. In the Administration Tool, select Configuration > Security.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In the User Identities page, click Add.

5. In the Modify User Identity page:

a. In the Name box, enter a name of your choice to describe the account that you selected or created in the
repository to allow CES to access the repository.

Note: This name appears only in the Coveo Administration Tool, in the Authentication or User Identity
drop-down lists, when you respectively define a source or a security provider.
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b. In the User box, enter the username for the account that you selected or created to crawl the repository
content that you want to index.

c. In the Password box, enter the password for the account.

d. In the Options section, the Support basic authentication check box is deprecated and not applicable for
most types of repositories. You should select it only when you need to allow CES to send the username
and password as unencrypted text.

e. Click Save.

Important:When you use Firefox to access the Administration Tool and it proposes to remember the
password for the user identity that you just created, select to never remember the password for this site to
prevent issues with automatic filling of username and password fields within the Coveo Administration
Tool.

6.2 Configuring a Microsoft Exchange Security Provider
The Coveo connector needs a security provider to be able to get the permissions for each Microsoft Exchange item,
and therefore fully support the Microsoft Exchange security model. This means that, in a Coveo search interface, a
user searching for Microsoft Exchange content only sees the content to which he has access in Microsoft Exchange.

Note: You can get familiar with how Coveo components deal with permissions on documents both at indexing
and query time.

To configure aMicrosoft Exchange security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In the Security page, in the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers.

4. In the Security Providers page, click Add to create a new security provider.

5. In the Modify Security Provider page:
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a. In the Name box, enter a name to identify this security provider.

Examples:

l Microsoft Exchange On-Premises Security Provider

l Microsoft Exchange Hybrid Security Provider

b. In the Security Provider Type drop-down list:

l On a 32-bit server, select Exchange (x86).

l On a 64-bit server, select Exchange (x64).

c. In the User Identity section:

i. In the drop-down list, select the user identity that you created previously for your Exchange On-
Premises server or for your Exchange hybrid deployment sources.

The security provider uses this identity to expand Exchange permissions. Ensure that the user has
access to the Active Directory where Exchange users are defined, otherwise the document
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permissions will not be resolved and users authenticated in a Coveo search interface will not be able
to see their emails in search results.

When no identity is entered, by default the security provider takes the user which runs the
CES service. A CES service user may not have access to Active Directory when it is the Local System
account or a cross-domain user.

Note: You can select (none) in the User Identity drop-down list in which case the security provider
automatically takes the user identity selected on the source to which it is associated. When you do
so, ensure the source user identity can resolve security groups.

ii. When needed, click Add, Edit, or Manage user identities respectively to create, modify, or manage
user identities.

d. In the LDAP Search Root box, enter the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) string to specify to
the security provider where to start looking in Active Directory. When this parameter is not specified, the
security provider looks at the root of Active Directory, which can be extremely large. By specifying a value,
you can refine the search (see "What Are LDAP Searches?" on page lxvi).

Example: To search only within the organizational unit (OU) companynameOU within the domain
corp.companyname.com, enter:
LDAP://OU=companynameOU, DC=corp, DC=companyname, DC=com

e. In the Active Directory Security Provider drop-down list:

i. Select the appropriate security provider that this security provider uses to resolve and expand the
groups.

CES comes with an Active Directory security provider that you can configure to connect to the default
domain. When you environment contains more than one domain, you can select an Active Directory
security provider that you created for other domains.

ii. When an appropriate security provider is missing, click Add, Edit, or Manage security providers
respectively to create, modify, or manage security providers.

f. CES 7.0.6767+ (June 2014) (Optional - For Exchange Online deployment only) In the Exchange Online
PowerShell Endpoint box, enter the PowerShell endpoint to retrieve mailboxes from Microsoft Exchange.

Example: https://outlook.office365.com/powershell-liveid

Note: CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) It is rather recommended to use the Azure AD Graph API to list the
Exchange Online mailboxes (see "Configuring and Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for an Online
Deployment" on page l).

g. CES 7.0.7022+ (September 2014) (Optional - For Exchange Online deployment only) In the Exchange
Online Security Provider drop-down list, select the security provider used to resolve Exchange Online
cloud users.
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Note: CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) It is rather recommended to use the Azure AD Graph API to list the
Exchange Online mailboxes (see "Configuring and Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for an Online
Deployment" on page l).

h. In the Parameters section, in rare cases the Coveo Support could instruct you to click Add Parameters to
specify other security provider parameter names and values that could help to troubleshoot security
provider issues.

i. Leave the Allow Complex Identities option cleared as it does not apply to this type of security provider.

j. Click Apply Changes.

What'sNext?

Configure and index a Microsoft Exchange source: 

l When indexing only an Exchange On-Premises Server, see "Configuring and Indexing a Microsoft Exchange
Source for an On-Premises Deployment" on page xxxii.

l When indexing an Exchange Server 2013 hybrid deployment, see "Configuring and Indexing Microsoft
Exchange Sources for a Hybrid Deployment" on page xlii.

6.3 Configuring and Indexing a Microsoft Exchange Source for an On-Premises
Deployment
A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a given Microsoft Exchange Server deployment. This
procedure describes how to create a source for an Exchange On-Premises Server deployment.

Note: For an Exchange 2013 hybrid deployment, you must create separate Exchange sources for the local and
remote archives parts (see "Configuring and Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for a Hybrid Deployment" on
page xlii).

Important:

l With Exchange Server 2013, to prevent having to build the source more than once, before building the
source, configure the Exchange2013ViewModelValue hidden parameter to ensure that the OWA clickable
URIs will be valid in search results (see Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters).

l In the out-of-the-box search interfaces preferences, end-users can clear the Open emails with Microsoft
Outlook option to open email messages in Outlook Web App (OWA) rather than in Outlook when clicking an
email search result.

To configure and index aMicrosoft Exchange source

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In the Collections section:
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a. Select an existing collection in which you want to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In the Sources section, click Add.

The Add Source page that appears is organized in three sections.

5. In the General Settings section of the Add Source page:

a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

Enter a source name of your choice that represents the scope of the source.

Examples: Microsoft Exchange Server

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, select Exchange (WebServices).

Select Exchange (WebDAV) only for Exchange 2003 or Exchange 2007 with Exchange 2003
compatibility mode (see "Choosing to Connect to Microsoft Exchange Using Web Services or
WebDAV" on page xxxix).
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Note: If you do not see Exchange (WebServices) or Exchange (WebDAV) in the Source Type list,
your environment does not meet the requirements (see "Microsoft Exchange Connector
Requirements" on page x).

Addresses

List of starting points for the connector. The connector supports both secured https and unsecured
http servers.

Enter one address per line in one of the following forms: 

l https://servername/exchange

l https://servername/exchange/mailboxname

l https://servername/public

Examples:

n To index all Microsoft Exchange mailboxes, enter a single URL that stops at the mailboxes root: 
https://owa.companyname.com/exchange

n To index all public folders, enter a URL that stops at the public folders root: 
https://owa.companyname.com/public

Note: Entering a specific server name will not restrict the crawled mailboxes to those located on that
server (see "What Are LDAP Searches?" on page lxvi).

Tip: You can create a source that only indexes Microsoft Exchange 2010 mailbox archives, pointing
the connector directly to mailbox archives and skipping normal mailboxes using the
http://server/exchange/onlinearchivename address pattern, where you replace
onlinearchivename by the value found in the Active Directory field msExchArchiveName. You
also need to ensure that the IndexArchives hidden parameter is set to true for this source and to
false for the other Exchange source (see "IndexArchive (Boolean)" on page lx).

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date. By
default, the Every day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Note: You can create new or modify existing source refresh schedules.

b. Review the value for the following parameters that often do not need to be modified:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in this
source relative to the rating to other sources.

Example: If this source was for Exchange archives only, you may want to set this parameter to Low,
so that in the search interface, results from this source appear lower in the search results compared to
those from other sources.
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Document Types

If you defined custom document type sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

6. In the Specific Connector Parameters & Options section of the Add Source page, review if you need to
change the parameter default values:

Max Number of Retries

Number of reconnection attempts performed when the Exchange server fails to reply to a request.

Retry Delay

Delay between reconnection attempts in seconds.

Exchange Folder

Name of the folder hosting all the mailboxes. The default value is exchange. It corresponds to the segment
of the URI that is after the server name and points to the mailboxes https://servername/exchange/.

Use Form Authentication

Whether to use forms-based authentication or not. The check box is cleared by default.
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Select the check box when forms-based authentication is enabled on the Microsoft Exchange server. The
connector supports two forms-based authentication types:

l Standard Microsoft Exchange forms-based authentication.

l ISA server forms-based authentication. When an ISA filter is put in front of the Microsoft Exchange OWA
server.

Index Exchange Security

Whether to index the permissions specified in Microsoft Outlook or not. The check box is selected by
default.

Clear this check box when you want to prevent the Coveo connector from indexing user defined
permissions, in which case, only Active Directory permissions are used.

Callback Service Url

Optional parameter indicating the location of the Exchange Callback Service that enhances the incremental
refresh performance on Microsoft Exchange 2007, 2010, and 2013 (On-Premises and hybrid) (see "Fine-
Tuning the Exchange Callback Service" on page xxxix).

The default value (http://localhost:8181/) is appropriate when the Exchange Callback Service runs
on the same machine as CES. When the service runs on another computer, replace localhost by the
Exchange server machine name. Change the port when the service does not use the default port (8181).
Leave the parameter empty to disable the service.

Public Folder

Name of the public folder. The default value is public. It corresponds to the segment of the URI that is after
the server name and that points to the public folders https://servername/public/.

Index Junk E-mails

Whether to index junk emails or not. Junk emails are indexed by default.

Skip 3rd Party Archived Items

Whether to skip indexing of items archived by an external archiving system, such as Symantec Enterprise
Vault. This parameter is useful to make the Microsoft Exchange connector ignore email stubs left behind by
an external archiving system. The check box is selected by default.

Notes:

l Do not confuse the Skip 3rd Party Archived Items with the IndexArchive hidden parameter, which
controls whether Exchange archive mailboxes should be indexed (see Modifying Hidden Microsoft
Exchange Source Parameters).

l CES 7.0.6767– (June 2014) The parameter is named Skip Archived Items.

Parameters

Click Add Parameter when you want to show and configure advanced hidden source parameters (see
"Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters" on page lvii).

In the Option section:
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Index Subfolders

Check to index all subfolders below the specified starting addresses. Selected by default.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, even metadata that are not associated with a
field. The orphan metadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be searched using free
text queries.

When cleared (default), only the values of system and custom fields that have the Free Text Queries
attribute selected will be searchable without using a field query.

Example: A document has two metadata:

l LastEditedBy containing the value Hector Smith

l Department containing the value RH

In CES, the custom field CorpDepartment is bound to the metadata Department and its Free Text
Queries attribute is selected.

When the Index the document's metadata option is cleared, searching for RH returns the document
because a field is indexing this value. Searching for hector does not return the document because no
field is indexing this value.

When the Index the document's metadata option is selected, searching for hector also returns the
document because CES indexed orphan metadata.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions of indexed
documents. In the search interfaces, users can then more rapidly review the content by clicking the Quick
View link rather than opening the original document with the original application. Consider clearing this
check box only if you do not want to use Quick View links or to save resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, the main search result link
opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check box only when you
do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the HTML version of the document
as a Quick View. In this case, you must also selectGenerate a cached HTML version of indexed
documents.

7. In the Security section of the Add Source page:
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a. In the Active Directory Security Provider drop-down list, select Active Directory or a custom Active
Directory security provider that you created for a specific domain.

b. In the Exchange Security Provider drop-down list, select the security provider that you created for this
source (see "Configuring a Microsoft Exchange Security Provider" on page xxix).

c. In the Authentication drop-down list, select the user identity that you created for the Microsoft Exchange
system.

d. Click Save and Start to save the source configuration and start indexing this source.

8. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console to monitor the source building activities.

Note: If you get a PowerShellException like the following, on the Coveo Master server, set Windows
PowerShell execution policy to the RemoteSigned restriction to allow the connector script to run (see the
Microsoft TechNet document: Using the Set-ExecutionPolicy Cmdlet).

Exchange (WebServices) Error: Error while listing mailboxes.

... Coveo.Connectors.Exchange.Connection.ExchangeConnectionException: Error while listing mailboxes.

---> Coveo.Connectors.Utilities.PowerShell.PowerShellException: Error while evaluating PowerShell

script. ---> System.Management.Automation.CmdletInvocationException: There were errors in loading the

format data file:

... Microsoft.PowerShell, , C:\Temp\....ps1xml : File skipped because of the following validation

exception: File C:\Temp\....ps1xml cannot be loaded because the execution of scripts is disabled on

this system. Please see "get-help about_signing" for more details.

What'sNext?

Set an incremental refresh schedule for your source.
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Consider modifying advanced source parameters (see "Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters"
on page lvii).

6.3.1Choosing toConnect toMicrosoft ExchangeUsingWebServices orWebDAV

The Coveo connector can connect to Microsoft Exchange servers using either the Web Services or WebDAV
method. When you create a Microsoft Exchange source, two source types are available:

l Exchange (WebServices)

l Exchange (WebDAV)

The following table indicates which options are supported by which version of Microsoft Exchange.

Microsoft Exchange Version
Exchange
(WebServices)

Exchange (WebDAV)

Exchange 2013 hybrid deployments
(remote part)

Supported Not supported

Exchange 2013 Supported Not supported

Exchange 2010 Supported Not supported

Exchange 2007 Supported Supported
(when the Exchange 2003 Compatibility mode
is installed)

Exchange 2003 Not supported Supported

You should choose the Exchange (WebDAV) option only when indexing an Exchange 2003 server. For Exchange
2007 setups, it is recommended to use the WebServices option as it offers better performances and is simpler to
configure.

Note: Once a source is created, you cannot change the source type (WebDAV or WebServices). You must then
create a new source using the other source type.

When you choose WebDAV, be aware that the WebDAV protocol is prohibited by default in IIS. You must therefore
enable WebDAV in IIS.

What'sNext?

Configure and index the Microsoft Exchange source (see "Configuring and Indexing a Microsoft Exchange Source
for an On-Premises Deployment" on page xxxii).

6.3.2 Fine-Tuning the ExchangeCallbackService

For Microsoft Exchange Server 2007, 2010 and 2013 (On-Premises and hybrid), the Coveo Exchange
(WebServices) connector uses Microsoft Exchange callback service API to request notifications from Exchange
when content is modified within a monitored mailbox. With this information, the connector can immediately update
the good folders and items on the next incremental refresh run, instead of polling for every folder in every mailbox.
This ability drastically improves incremental refresh performances and reduces bandwidth usage. The CES installer
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deploys the callback service that starts when an Exchange WebServices connector requests it. By default, a new
Exchange WebServices source is ready to use the Exchange Callback Service.

The Callback Service Url source parameter indicates the location of the Exchange Callback Service (see
"Configuring and Indexing a Microsoft Exchange Source for an On-Premises Deployment" on page xxxii).

Notes: CES 7.0.8047+ (December 2015) (For Exchange Online only)

l Due to an Exchange Web Services limitation (which limits the number of online mailbox subscriptions to
approximately 20), the callback service is disabled by default in the following three cases (see Exchange
Online Throttling and Limits FAQ):

o The starting addresses contain more than one Exchange Online address.

o One of the starting addresses points to an Exchange Online folder.

Example: https://outlook.office365.com/owa

o One of the starting addresses points to an Exchange Online public folder.

Example: https://outlook.office365.com/public

l When the callback service is disabled, the following message is shown in the CES Console:

"Targeting multiple Exchange Online mailboxes. The Notification Callback Service

will not be used because of Exchange Online subscription limit of 20 mailboxes.Use

the parameter 'UseCallbackServiceForMultipleExchangeOnlineStartingItems' to override

this behavior."

l If you still want to use the callback service to receive change notifications during incremental refreshes, have
in mind that it will only work for 20 (or less) mailboxes or public folders. When you try to subscribe to more
mailboxes/public folders, you get the following error message:

Folder error: https://outlook.office365.com/public/[path]

You have exceeded the available subscriptions for your account.

Remove unnecessary subscriptions and try your request again.

Important: Ensure to open the port 8181 in the firewall. The Exchange Server has to connect to the Exchange
Callback Service to send notifications.

The Exchange Callback Service requires that a user identity is defined on the source to work.

When an Exchange WebServices source starts, a message appears in the CES log to specify whether the
Exchange Callback Service is used or not, either because it is not configured correctly or cannot be started.

Callback service state Message in CES log when an Exchange (WebServices) source starts

Used [SourceName] – Using Push Notifications.

Not used An error message followed by:
[SourceName] – Using Standard Mode.
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The Exchange Callback Service is configured to run correctly in most cases using default parameter values. You
can however manually configure advanced parameters in the Exchange Callback Service configuration file to fine-
tune out-of-the-box behaviors.

To fine-tune theExchangeCallbackService configuration file

1. Refer to the following list of available configuration file parameters to see if you need to change the default
value of one or more of them.

LogFileLifeTime

Duration before a log file is automatically deleted by the service. Default is 30 days.

LogMaxSize

Maximum size before splitting a log file. Default is 10 MB (10485760 bytes).

MaxConnections

Maximum number of concurrent connections that the service can create when calling the Exchange
WebServices. Default is 4 connections.

ShowAllCounters

Displays the usage statistics about the service in the CES console and logs before each incremental
refresh run. Default is false.

DataFilePath

Location of the data files used by the service. By default, data files are located in the [Index_
Path]\Index\Crawlers\EchangeCallbackService folder.

LogFilePath

Location of the log files created by the service. By default, log files are saved in the same folder as the other
CES log files ([Index_Path]\Log).

SubscriptionTimeout

Duration before an Exchange subscription is considered invalid. This value should not be changed unless
there are issues using the default value. Default is 30 minutes. Maximum allowed is 1440 minutes.

HostName

Host name used internally to build the web service URL. Changing this value affects directly the Callback
Service Url parameter that is set on an Exchange source. Default is the computer name.

PortNumber

Port number used internally to build the web service URL. Changing this value affects directly the Callback
Service Url parameter that is set on an Exchange source. Default is 8181.

ReaderQuotas CES 7.0.6607+ (April 2014)

Default limits for the complexity of received messages (see XmlDictionaryReaderQuotas Class). May need
to be increased when recommended by Coveo Support to ensure proper communication from Exchange to
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the Callback service.

The default and recommended values are: 

<readerQuotas maxDepth="2147483647" maxStringContentLength="2147483647"

maxArrayLength="2147483647" maxBytesPerRead="2147483647"

maxNameTableCharCount="2147483647" />

2. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo Master server.

3. Browse to the CES bin folder ([CES_Path]\Bin).

4. Using a text editor:

a. Open the CESExchangeCallbackService.exe.config file.

b. Under <configuration> in the content of the file, locate the <appSettings> section.

c. Add one custom parameter per line under <appSettings> using the following format:

<add key=”parameter_name” value=”value”>

d. Save the file.

Example: To specify a maximum number of connections equal to 6, add line 4 as shown in the following
file excerpt.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<configuration>
<appSettings>

<add key=”MaxConnections” value=”6”>
</appSettings>
...

</configuration>

6.4 Configuring and Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for a Hybrid
Deployment
The Coveo connector supports indexing a Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 hybrid deployment where most of the
content to index resides on an Exchange On-Premises Server 2013, and remote archives reside in Microsoft
Exchange Online (see "About the Support for Exchange Server 2013 Hybrid Deployments" on page vii).

Notes:

l CES 7.0.6684+ (May 2014) Indexing remote archives in the context of an Exchange Server 2013 hybrid
deployment support.

l Do not use the procedure in this topic when you want to configure a source for Exchange content that fully
resides on an Exchange On-Premises Server, rather see "Configuring and Indexing a Microsoft Exchange
Source for an On-Premises Deployment" on page xxxii.

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Microsoft Exchange Server. For an Exchange 2013
hybrid deployment, you must create two sources, respectively for the Exchange On-Premises Server (local) and the
Microsoft Exchange Online (remote archives) parts.
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Important:

l To prevent having to build the source more than once, before building the source, configure the
Exchange2013ViewModelValue hidden parameter to ensure that the OWA clickable URIs will be valid in
search results (see Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters).

l In the out-of-the-box search interfaces preferences, end-users can clear the Open emails with Microsoft
Outlook option to open email messages in Outlook Web App (OWA) rather than in Outlook when clicking an
email search result.

To configure and indexMicrosoft Exchange sources for a hybrid deployment

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In the Collections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you want to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

Note: For each of the sources required in your hybrid deployment, repeat the following steps.

4. In the Sources section, click Add.

The Add Source page that appears is organized in three sections.

5. In the General Settings section of the Add Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

Enter a source name of your choice that represents the scope of the source.

Examples:

l For a hybrid local part: Microsoft Exchange hybrid (Local)

l For remote archives: Microsoft Exchange hybrid (Remote Archives)

Source Type

The connector used by this source. For an Exchange hybrid case , select Exchange (WebServices).

Note: If you do not see Exchange (WebServices) in the Source Type list, your environment does not
meet the requirements (see "Microsoft Exchange Connector Requirements" on page x).

Addresses

List of starting points for the connector, typically one address. When you specify more than one
address, you must ensure that all other parameter values apply to all specified starting addresses. The
connector supports both secured https and unsecured http servers.
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l For the local Exchange On-Premises Server part:

Examples:

n To index all Microsoft Exchange mailboxes, enter a single URL that stops at the mailboxes
root: 

https://owa.companyname.com/exchange

n To index all public folders, enter a URL that stops at the public folders root: 
https://owa.companyname.com/public

l For the remote archives part on Microsoft Exchange Online, the address is always the same:

https://outlook.office365.com/

Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date. By
default, the Every day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Note: You can create new or modify existing source refresh schedules.

b. Review the value for the following parameters that often do not need to be modified:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in this
source relative to the rating to other sources.

Example: If this source was for a local or remote Exchange archive, you may want to set this
parameter to Low, so that in the search interface, results from this source appear lower in the search
results compared to those from other sources.

Document Types

If you defined custom document type sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

6. In the Specific Connector Parameters & Options section of the Add Source page, review if you need to
change the parameter default values:
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Max Number of Retries

Number of reconnection attempts performed when the Exchange server fails to reply to a request.

Retry Delay

Delay between reconnection attempts in seconds.

Exchange Folder

Name of the folder hosting all the mailboxes. The default value is exchange. It corresponds to the segment
of the URI that is after the server name and points to the mailboxes
https://ExchangeServer/exchange/.

Use Form Authentication

Whether to use forms-based authentication or not. The check box is cleared by default.

Select the check box when forms-based authentication is enabled on the Microsoft Exchange Server. The
connector supports two forms-based authentication types:

l Standard Microsoft Exchange forms-based authentication.

l ISA server forms-based authentication. When an ISA filter is put in front of the Microsoft Exchange OWA
server.
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Index Exchange Security

Whether to index the permissions specified in Microsoft Outlook or not. The check box is selected by
default.

Clear this check box when you want to prevent the Coveo connector from indexing user defined
permissions, in which case, only Active Directory permissions are used.

Callback Service Url

Optional parameter indicating the location of the Exchange Callback Service that enhances the incremental
refresh performance on Microsoft Exchange 2007, 2010, and 2013 (On-Premises and hybrid) (see "Fine-
Tuning the Exchange Callback Service" on page xxxix).

The default value (http://localhost:8181/) is appropriate when the Exchange Callback Service runs
on the same machine as CES. When the service runs on another computer, replace localhost by the
Exchange server machine name. Change the port when the service does not use the default port (8181).
Leave the parameter empty to disable the service.

Public Folder

Name of the public folder. The default value is public. It corresponds to the segment of the URI that is after
the server name and that points to the public folders https://ExchangeServer/public/.

Index Junk E-mails

Whether to index junk emails or not. Junk emails are indexed by default.

Skip 3rd Party Archived Items

Whether to skip indexing of items archived by an external archiving system, such as Symantec Enterprise
Vault. This parameter is useful to make the Microsoft Exchange connector ignore email stubs left behind by
an external archiving system. The check box is selected by default.

Notes:

l Do not confuse the Skip 3rd Party Archived Items with the IndexArchive hidden parameter, which
controls whether Exchange archive mailboxes should be indexed (see Modifying Hidden Microsoft
Exchange Source Parameters).

l CES 7.0.6830– (July 2014) The parameter name was Skip Archived Items.

Parameters

Click Add Parameter when you want to show and configure advanced hidden source parameters (see
"Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters" on page lvii).

For the remote archives source, add the hidden parameters and values listed in the following table.
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Parameter Value

"IndexedContentScope (String)

CES 7.0.6196+ (November 2013)"

on page lxiii

RemoteArchives

"PowerShellEndpoint (String) CES

7.0.6684+ (May 2014)" on page

lxiii

The PowerShell endpoint of your Exchange On-Premises
Server:

Example:
https://ExchangeServer.mycompany.com/powershe
ll

In the Option section:

Index Subfolders

Check to index all subfolders below the specified starting addresses. Selected by default.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, even metadata that are not associated with a
field. The orphan metadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be searched using free
text queries.

When cleared (default), only the values of system and custom fields that have the Free Text Queries
attribute selected will be searchable without using a field query.

Example: A document has two metadata:

l LastEditedBy containing the value Hector Smith

l Department containing the value RH

In CES, the custom field CorpDepartment is bound to the metadata Department and its Free Text
Queries attribute is selected.

When the Index the document's metadata option is cleared, searching for RH returns the document
because a field is indexing this value. Searching for hector does not return the document because no
field is indexing this value.

When the Index the document's metadata option is selected, searching for hector also returns the
document because CES indexed orphan metadata.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions of indexed
documents. In the search interfaces, users can then more rapidly review the content by clicking the Quick
View link rather than opening the original document with the original application. Consider clearing this
check box only if you do not want to use Quick View links or to save resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, the main search result link
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opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check box only when you
do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the HTML version of the document
as a Quick View. In this case, you must also selectGenerate a cached HTML version of indexed
documents.

7. In the Security section of the Add Source page:

a. In the Active Directory Security Provider drop-down list, select Active Directory or a custom Active
Directory security provider that you created for a specific domain.

b. In the Exchange Security Provider drop-down list, select the security provider that you created for this
source (see "Configuring a Microsoft Exchange Security Provider" on page xxix).

c. In the Authentication drop-down list, select the user identity that you created for the Microsoft Exchange
system.

d. Click Save and Start to save the source configuration and start indexing this source.

8. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console to monitor the source building activities.
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Note: If you get a PowerShellException like the following, on the Coveo Master server, set Windows
PowerShell execution policy to the RemoteSigned restriction to allow the connector script to run (see the
Microsoft TechNet document: Using the Set-ExecutionPolicy Cmdlet).

Exchange (WebServices) Error: Error while listing mailboxes.

... Coveo.Connectors.Exchange.Connection.ExchangeConnectionException: Error while listing mailboxes.

---> Coveo.Connectors.Utilities.PowerShell.PowerShellException: Error while evaluating PowerShell

script. ---> System.Management.Automation.CmdletInvocationException: There were errors in loading the

format data file:

... Microsoft.PowerShell, , C:\Temp\....ps1xml : File skipped because of the following validation

exception: File C:\Temp\....ps1xml cannot be loaded because the execution of scripts is disabled on

this system. Please see "get-help about_signing" for more details.

What'sNext?

Set an incremental refresh schedule for your source.

Consider modifying advanced source parameters (see "Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters"
on page lvii).

6.5 Configuring and Indexing Microsoft Exchange Sources for an Online
Deployment
CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015)

The Coveo connector supports indexing Microsoft Exchange Online mailboxes whether the mailbox owners are
federated (listed in a local AD and synced or not in Azure AD) or cloud-based users (will be listed using Azure AD).
The only requirement for an online mailbox to be indexed is that the mailbox owner can be found either in a local
AD or using Azure AD.

Notes:

l In Azure AD, users with an on-premises Exchange plan and users with an Exchange Online plan cannot be
distinguished, meaning that it is currently not possible via a Microsoft API to ONLY list Exchange Online
users/mailboxes. However, using the procedure outlines in this topic, the content of all Exchange Online
mailboxes of your organization will be searchable and accessible by their owner. Moreover, during the
indexing process, all local mailboxes, which are owned by on-premises Exchange users, are ignored.

l Do not use the procedure in this topic when you want to configure a source for Exchange content that fully
resides on an Exchange On-Premises Server, rather see "Configuring and Indexing a Microsoft Exchange
Source for an On-Premises Deployment" on page xxxii.

A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Microsoft Exchange server.

To configure and indexMicrosoft Exchange sources for an online deployment

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In the Collections section:
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a. Select an existing collection in which you want to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In the Sources section, click Add.

The Add Source page that appears is organized in three sections.

5. In the General Settings section of the Add Source page:

a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

Enter a source name of your choice that represents the scope of the source.

Example: Microsoft Exchange Online Mailboxes

Source Type

The connector used by this source. For an Exchange Online case, select Exchange (WebServices).

Note: If you do not see Exchange (WebServices) in the Source Type list, your environment does not
meet the requirements (see "Microsoft Exchange Connector Requirements" on page x).

Addresses

List of starting points for the connector, typically one address. When you specify more than one
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address, you must ensure that all other parameter values apply to all specified starting addresses. The
connector supports both secured https and unsecured http servers.

For Microsoft Exchange Online, the address is always the same:

https://outlook.office365.com/

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date. By
default, the Every day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Note: You can create new or modify existing source refresh schedules.

b. Review the value for the following parameters that often do not need to be modified:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the rating associated with all items in this
source relative to the rating to other sources.

Example: If this source was for a local or remote Exchange archive, you may want to set this
parameter to Low, so that in the search interface, results from this source appear lower in the search
results compared to those from other sources.

Document Types

If you defined custom document type sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

6. In the Specific Connector Parameters & Options section of the Add Source page, review if you need to
change the parameter default values:
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Max Number of Retries

Number of reconnection attempts performed when the Exchange server fails to reply to a request.

Retry Delay

Delay between reconnection attempts in seconds.

Exchange Folder

Name of the folder hosting all the mailboxes. The default value is exchange. It corresponds to the segment
of the URI that is after the server name and points to the mailboxes
https://ExchangeServer/exchange/.

Use Form Authentication

Whether to use forms-based authentication. The check box is cleared by default.

Select the check box when forms-based authentication is enabled on the Microsoft Exchange Server. The
connector supports two forms-based authentication types:

l Standard Microsoft Exchange forms-based authentication.

l ISA server forms-based authentication. When an ISA filter is put in front of the Microsoft Exchange OWA
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server.

Index Exchange Security

Whether to index the permissions specified in Microsoft Outlook. The check box is cleared by default.

Select this check box when you want the Coveo connector to index user defined permissions as well as the
Active Directory permissions.

Callback Service Url

Note: CES 7.0.8047+ (December 2015) Due to an Exchange Web Services limitation (which limits the
number of online mailbox subscriptions to approximately 20), the callback service is no longer used by
default (see Exchange Online Throttling and Limits FAQ).

If you still want to use the callback service to receive change notifications during incremental refreshes (by
setting the UseCallbackServiceForMultipleExchangeOnlineStartingItems hidden parameter to
true), have in mind that it will only work for 20 (or less) mailboxes or public folders (see Modifying Hidden
Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters). When you try to subscribe to more mailboxes/public folders, you
get the following error message:

Folder error: https://outlook.office365.com/public/[path]

You have exceeded the available subscriptions for your account.

Remove unnecessary subscriptions and try your request again.

(When you set the UseCallbackServiceForMultipleExchangeOnlineStartingItems hidden
parameter to true) Parameter indicating the location of the Exchange Callback Service that enhances the
incremental refresh performance when you have less than 20 mailboxes or public folder to index (see
"Fine-Tuning the Exchange Callback Service" on page xxxix).

The default value (http://localhost:8181/) is appropriate when the Exchange Callback Service runs
on the same machine as CES. When the service runs on another computer, replace localhost by the
Exchange server machine name. Change the port when the service does not use the default port (8181).
Leave the parameter empty to disable the service.

Public Folder

Name of the public folder. The default value is public. It corresponds to the segment of the URI that is after
the server name and that points to the public folders https://ExchangeServer/public/.

Index Junk E-mails

Whether to index junk emails or not. Junk emails are indexed by default.

Skip 3rd Party Archived Items

Whether to skip indexing of items archived by an external archiving system, such as Symantec Enterprise
Vault. This parameter is useful to make the Microsoft Exchange connector ignore email stubs left behind by
an external archiving system. The check box is selected by default.
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Note: Do not confuse the Skip 3rd Party Archived Items with the IndexArchive hidden parameter,
which controls whether Exchange archive mailboxes should be indexed (see Modifying Hidden Microsoft
Exchange Source Parameters).

Parameters

Click Add Parameter to show and change the value of the following required hidden source parameters
(see "Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters" on page lvii):

Depending on your setup:

l When your users are cloud-based (Azure AD users):

Parameter name Parameter value

AzureAdOAuth2TokenEndpoint The endpoint used to obtain an access token using OAuth 2.0
(see Authorizing the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange
Online Mailboxes of Your Azure AD Users).

AzureAdGraphApiEndpoint The endpoint used by the Azure AD Graph API to access
directory data in the Windows Azure AD directory (see
Authorizing the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange
Online Mailboxes of Your Azure AD Users).

AzureAdClientId The Azure AD client ID you previously obtained (see Authorizing
the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes
of Your Azure AD Users).

AzureAdClientKey The Azure AD client key you previously obtained (see
Authorizing the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange
Online Mailboxes of Your Azure AD Users).

OwnerOnlySecurity true

l When your users are federated (local AD users):

Parameter name Parameter value

OwnerOnlySecurity true

In the Option section:

Index Subfolders

Check to index all subfolders below the specified starting addresses. Selected by default.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, even metadata that are not associated with a
field. The orphan metadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be searched using free
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text queries.

When cleared (default), only the values of system and custom fields that have the Free Text Queries
attribute selected will be searchable without using a field query.

Example: A document has two metadata:

l LastEditedBy containing the value Hector Smith

l Department containing the value RH

In CES, the custom field CorpDepartment is bound to the metadata Department and its Free Text
Queries attribute is selected.

When the Index the document's metadata option is cleared, searching for RH returns the document
because a field is indexing this value. Searching for hector does not return the document because no
field is indexing this value.

When the Index the document's metadata option is selected, searching for hector also returns the
document because CES indexed orphan metadata.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time, CES creates HTML versions of indexed
documents. In the search interfaces, users can then more rapidly review the content by clicking the Quick
View link rather than opening the original document with the original application. Consider clearing this
check box only if you do not want to use Quick View links or to save resources when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, the main search result link
opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check box only when you
do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the HTML version of the document
as a Quick View. In this case, you must also selectGenerate a cached HTML version of indexed
documents.

7. In the Security section of the Add Source page:
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a. In the Active Directory Security Provider drop-down list, depending on your setup:

l When your users are cloud-based (Azure AD users), select (none).

Note:When the Azure AD hidden parameters are specified on the source, this parameter becomes
optional.

l When your users are federated (local AD users), select Active Directory or a custom Active Directory
security provider that you created for a specific domain.

b. In the Exchange Security Provider drop-down list, depending on your setup:

l When your users are cloud-based (Azure AD users), select the security provider that you created for
this source (see Microsoft Exchange Connector Deployment Overview).

l When your users are federated (local AD users), select (none).

c. In the Authentication drop-down list, select the user identity that you created for Microsoft Exchange
Online.

Note: The user must be in an email format and NOT in the domain\username format.

Example: ces_crawling@mycompany.onmicrosoft.com

d. Click Save and Start to save the source configuration and start indexing this source.

8. Validate that the source building process is executed without errors:

l In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without
errors.

OR

l Open the CES Console to monitor the source building activities.

What'sNext?

Set an incremental refresh schedule for your source.

Consider modifying advanced source parameters (see "Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters"
on page lvii).

6.6 Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters
The Add Source and Source: ... General pages of the Administration Tool present the parameters with which you
can configure the connector for most Microsoft Exchange setups. More advanced and more rarely used parameters
are hidden. You can choose to make one or more of these parameters appear in the Add Source and Source: ...
General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.

The following list describes the available advanced hidden parameters for Microsoft Exchange sources. The
parameter type (integer, string…) appears between parentheses following the parameter name.
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UseAdCache (Boolean) CES 7.0.8047+ (December 2015)

Whether an Active Directory mailbox cache is used to reduce the number of AD calls required when the crawler
browses the Exchange Active Directory server. The default value is false. Change the value to true when you
have issues with the load on the Exchange Active Directory server (which can be due to several incremental
refreshes in a short period of time).

Note: The cache is only used during incremental refresh operations and filled when the source is rebuilding or
refreshing.

UseCallbackServiceForMultipleExchangeOnlineStartingItems (Boolean) CES 7.0.8047+ (December 2015)

Whether the Notification Callback Service is activated. The default value is false. Consider changing this value to
true when you have 20 (or less) Exchange Online mailboxes or public folders.

Note: Due to an Exchange Web Services limitation, the maximum number of online mailbox subscriptions is
approximately 20 (see Exchange Online Throttling and Limits FAQ).

When you try to subscribe to more mailboxes/public folders, you get the following error message:

Folder error: https://outlook.office365.com/public/[path]

You have exceeded the available subscriptions for your account.

Remove unnecessary subscriptions and try your request again.

CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) List of required hidden parameters when indexing Exchange Online mailboxes of
Azure AD users:

l AzureAdOAuth2TokenEndpoint (String)
The endpoint used to obtain an access token using OAuth 2.0 (see Authorizing the Coveo Connector to
Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes of Your Azure AD Users).

l AzureAdGraphApiEndpoint (String)
The endpoint used by the Azure AD Graph API to access directory data in the Windows Azure AD directory
(see Authorizing the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes of Your Azure AD Users).

l AzureAdClientId (String)
The Azure AD client ID (see Authorizing the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes of
Your Azure AD Users).

l AzureAdClientKey (String)
The Azure AD client key (see Authorizing the Coveo Connector to Access the Exchange Online Mailboxes
of Your Azure AD Users).

l OwnerOnlySecurity (Integer)
Whether to assign the mailboxes owner as the only allowed identity on document. The default value is
false. Set it to true when you index the Exchange online mailbox of your Azure AD users.

l AzureAdUseUpnAsMailboxOwner (Integer)
Whether to use the user principal name (UPN) as mailbox owner or the user primary email. The default
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value is false. Change the value to true when your want your Exchange users listed in Azure AD to be
recognized as UPN identities.

LDAPSearchRoot (String)
Specifies to the connector where to start looking in Active Directory. When this parameter is not specified, the
connector looks at the root of Active Directory, which can be extremely large. By specifying a value, you can
refine the search (see "What Are LDAP Searches?" on page lxvi).

Example: To search only within the organizational unit (OU) companynameOU within the domain
corp.companyname.com, enter:
LDAP://OU=companynameOU, DC=corp, DC=companyname, DC=com

LDAPFilters (String)

Filter applied to the search of Active Directory in order to find mailboxes (see "What Are LDAP Searches?" on
page lxvi). Allows adding properties to the results the connector is looking for. The default filter is: (&(mail=*)
(objectclass=user)(objectclass=person)).

This AND operation is performed on a few properties to find the maximum number of mailboxes without
receiving any unwanted ones. If this filter is not specific enough, you can complete the filter by adding a value to
the AND operation on the filter.

Example:When you enter the value cn=JohnSmith in the parameter, the resulting filter is: (&(mail=*)
(objectclass=user)(objectclass=person)(cn=JohnSmith)

GroupLDAPFilters (String)
Parameter used to filter the AD group expansion when the ExpandADGroups is set to true. This parameter
behaves like the LDAPFilters parameter.

TimeOut (Integer)

The number of seconds to wait for Microsoft Exchange to answer when the crawler performs a request. The
default value is 30 seconds.

NbPrefetchThreads (Integer)

The number of threads that attempt to get changes ahead of time from the server. The default value is 2.

Note: Increasing this above the value of the ConnectionLimit parameter has no effect and may even reduce
performance as more threads fight for the smaller amount of connections.

NbRefreshThreads (Integer)

The number of threads that consume the prefetched items. These will also need to connect to the Microsoft
Exchange Server to download attachments. The default value is 2.

MaxNumberPrefetchChanges (Integer)

Maximum number of items that can be stored in the prefetch cache. This cache is useful to reduce the delay
between each query to Microsoft Exchange. The default value is 200.
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Increasing this value increases performance, but also the amount of memory used by the connector. If the
connector is running on a server with limited memory resources, lowering this number to 100 or 50 can prevent
out of memory issues.

BatchSize (Integer)

Number of items to fetch per request made to the Microsoft Exchange Server. The default value is 50. The
minimum value is 1 and the maximum 512. A small value forces the connector to make small but frequent
queries to Microsoft Exchange. A larger value leads to larger and less frequent connections.

IndexMailbox (Boolean)

Determines if normal mailboxes should be indexed. This parameter only makes sense with Microsoft Exchange
2010 where archives also exist. The default value is true.

IndexArchive (Boolean)

Determines if Microsoft Exchange 2013 or 2010 archive mailboxes should be indexed. The default value is
true.

IndexOutbox (Boolean)

Can be added to crawl the Outbox folder. This folder usually only temporarily contains emails before they are
sent by the Exchange server. The default value is false.

IndexJunkAttachments (Boolean)

When set to true, the attachments of junk emails are indexed, otherwise they are ignored. The default value is
false.

SkipEmbeddedImageAttachment (Boolean)

When set to true, the images embedded directly within the text of an email (like signature images) are skipped,
otherwise they are indexed. The default value is true.

UserDefinedFields (String)

Can be added to retrieve user defined fields from Microsoft Exchange items. This string is in the following
format: Fieldtype:FieldName;FieldType:FieldName, etc. The FieldType value is taken directly from the
Microsoft Exchange Form Designer. The FieldName value is the name of the field as entered in the Form
Designer.

ConnectionLimit (Integer)

Can be added to increase performance. If you plan on increasing the number of threads in the connector, you
will also need to increase this value. The suggested value is the sum of all the threads you want to be able to
connect to Exchange, in all your sources. Increasing this value will increase the load on the Exchange Server.
The default value is 2.

OMCAdditionalIncludes (String)

Parameter used to specify additional item classes to get. By default, the crawler gets the following types:
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l IPM.Note

l IPM.Post

l IPM.Document

l IPM.Contact

l IPM.Appointment

l IPM.Task

l IPM.TaskRequest

l IPM.Object

l IPM.DistList

l IPM.Organization

l IPM.StickyNote

l IPC

l IPM.Sharing

Additional fields must be separated by a semi-colon (;). These types are recursive.

Example:When the crawler gets IPM.Note, it also gets IPM.Note.Whatever.

Note:When you add a type and later remove it, the indexed items of that type will be deleted at the next
rebuild.

OMCExcludes (String)

Parameter allowing to exclude particular item classes that are included by default or by the
OMCAdditionalIncludes parameter. The exclusion is recursive.

Example:When you exclude IPM.Note, you also exclude IPM.Note.Whatever.

Note:When you exclude a type for which items are indexed, the indexed items of that type will be deleted at
the next rebuild.

IgnoreUnresolvedDeniedSecurities (Boolean)

Can be added to allow the connector to keep crawling even after finding denied permissions that could not be
resolved. This behavior could create a security hole, so this parameter should be used with caution. The default
value is false.

ResolveDisplayValuesWithContacts (Boolean)

Can be added to allow the connector to perform a resolution of the email address values found on emails with
the mailbox contacts. The default value is false.
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Example:When the connector finds the To value jsmith <jsmith@companyname.com>, it looks into the
contacts folder of this mailbox and tries to form a new value using the first and last name of the contact: John
Smith <jsmith@companyname.com>.

ExpandADGroups (Boolean)

Can be added to allow the connector to perform an expansion of Active Directory groups it finds while looking
for users (based on the LDAPSearchRoot and LDAPFilters parameters). The users found in these groups that
have a mailbox are added to the list of mailboxes to crawl, even if they do not match the original
LDAPSearchRoot or LDAPFilterss. The default value is false.

MaxReceivedMessageSize (Integer)

The maximum size of messages (in bytes) received from the Exchange callback service that the Exchange
crawler can accept. A message appears indicating when this parameter needs to be changed. The default
value is 2048000. This parameter may need to be changed only for Exchange servers with very high email
traffic.

CallbackServiceTimeout (Integer)

The number of seconds the Exchange crawler waits for the Exchange callback service to send a message or
receive an answer. The default value is 60 seconds. You can increase this parameter if you receive timeout
messages from the Exchange callback service. This parameter may need to be changed only for Exchange
servers with very high email traffic.

Exchange2013ViewModelValue (String) CES 7.0.5989+ (October 2013)

For Exchange Server 2013 and Exchange Online, use this parameter to modify the default value of the
ViewModel attribute in the OWA clickable URIs to ensure that the OWA URI is valid. When the OWA URI is
invalid, end-users are not able to open Exchange search results in Outlook Web Access (OWA).

You can find the appropriate value to use for this parameter for your deployment as follows:

1. In Outlook Web Access, open an email message in a separate browser window or tab.

2. In the browser address bar, look for the ViewModel attribute value (example reported in the Microsoft
documentation: _y$Ep).

Example: In the following clickable URI example, the ViewModel attribute uses the default value
(ReadMessageItem):

https://exchange.server/owa/#viewmodel=ReadMessageItem&ItemID=12o378459749379375b

yvyt7b3

3. When the ViewModel attribute value read from the URL is not the default (ReadMessageItem), enter it for
the Exchange2013ViewModelValue parameter value.
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Note: In the out-of-the-box search interfaces preferences, end-users can clear the Open emails with
Microsoft Outlook option to open email messages in Outlook Web App (OWA) rather than in Outlook when
clicking an email search result.

IndexedContentScope (String) CES 7.0.6196+ (November 2013)

This parameter determines the type of content to index. The default is ServerOwnContent. The following table
lists available values.

Values Description

ServerOwnContent Index all Exchange content except remote archives (Default).

Mailboxes Index only mailboxes

LocalArchives Index only local archives

RemoteArchives Index only remote archives

PowerShellEndpoint (String) CES 7.0.6684+ (May 2014)

Specifies the PowerShell endpoint of the Exchange server used by the connector to list all the mailboxes to
crawl. The connector uses the LDAPSearchRoot parameter by default to expand starting addresses, but rather
uses the PowerShellEndpoint parameter when it is defined.

For a Microsoft Exchange Online source like in the remote archive part of a hybrid deployment, you must specify
the PowerShellEndpoint because in this case, Active Directory is not available, and consequently,
LDAP searches cannot be used.

For the remote archive part in a hybrid deployment, although not obvious, you must connect PowerShell to the
Exchange On-Premises Server to allow the connector to list the remote archives hosted in Exchange Online.
This is because only the Exchange On-Premises Server can be queried to retrieve all mailboxes and to detect
which of these mailboxes have its archive hosted on Exchange Online. The PowerShellEndpoint parameter
value for an (local) Exchange On-Premises Server is typically in the following form:

https://exchange.mycompany.com/powershell

Notes:

l The PowerShellEndpoint parameter is available starting with the CES 7.0.6684 May 2014 monthly
release.

l On the Coveo Master server, the crawler is allowed to execute a PowerShell script when the PowerShell
execution policy is set to RemoteSigned (see Using the Set-ExecutionPolicy Cmdlet).

PowerShellUserName (String) CES 7.0.6684+ (May 2014)
PowerShellUserPassword (String) CES 7.0.6684+ (May 2014)

When a CES user identity associated with a source for a remote part of an Exchange hybrid deployment cannot
meet all the requirements to access all necessary services, you can use the PowerShellUserName and
PowerShellUserPassword parameters to add a set of PowerShell credentials meeting the requirements (see
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Creating a Microsoft Exchange Crawling Account).

Example: You need to access Exchange Online EWS using an In Cloud user which is not synchronized with
Active Directory (AD). Since this In Cloud user is not a valid AD user and cannot be a local Exchange On-
Premises Server administrator, you must add the PowerShellUserName and PowerShellUserPassword
parameters to the source to hold the PowerShell credentials meeting the requirements.

Note: Be aware that the PowerShellUserName and PowerShellUserPassword parameter strings are saved
in clear text in the connector configuration file.

OnlyIndexActiveUserMailboxes (Boolean) CES 7.0.6830+ (July 2014)

When set to true, the default, the mailboxes of disabled users are not indexed. Set this parameter to false
when you want to index disabled user mailboxes along with those of active users.

Note: The OnlyIndexActiveUserMailboxes parameter replaces the IndexMailboxUsersOnly obsolete
parameter.

UseDefaultFiltersToFindMailboxes (Boolean) CES 7.0.6830+ (July 2014)

When set to true, the default, adds the default Coveo LDAP Filters to our LDAP Queries:

"(&(mail=*)(objectclass=user)(objectclass=person)"

Note: The UseDefaultFiltersToFindMailboxes parameter replaces the IndexMailboxUsersOnly
obsolete parameter.

IgnoreRMSEmailBody (Boolean) CES 7.0.7433+ (February 2015)

Whether to ignore the body of emails protected by Microsoft rights Management Services (RMS) policies. The
default value is true, meaning that RMS protected emails are not indexed.

RMSMessage (String) CES 7.0.7433+ (February 2015)

The message the crawler looks for to determine if emails are RMS protected or not. The default value is This
message uses Microsoft Information Protection solutions. Open this item using an email

application that supports protected messages. Only change this value when you modified the
message replacing the body of RMS protected emails in Exchange.

IndexMailboxUsersOnly (Boolean) OBSOLETE CES 7.0.6767– (June 2014)

When set to false, the mailboxes of disabled users are indexed along with the mailboxes of active users. The
default value is true, meaning that disabled users mailboxes are not indexed.

Note: The IndexMailboxUsersOnly parameter was available for CES 7.0.5556+ (June 2013) to CES 7.0.6767– (June 2014)
inclusively, but its functionality is now replaced by two parameters: OnlyIndexActiveUserMailboxes and
UseDefaultFiltersToFindMailboxes.

DateScopedCrawlingSinceXDays (Integer) CES 7.0.8225+ (March 2016)

Instructs to index only items with a modification date between now and the specified number of previous days.
By default, there is no modification date filter. This parameter is useful to limit the size of a source when you do
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not need old items to be searchable.

Example: You want to index only items that have been modified over the last 2 years, so you set the
DateScopedCrawlingSinceXDays parameter to 730 (days).

Note: You cannot set a value for the DateScopedCrawlingSinceXDays when you use either of the
DateScopedCrawlingRangeLowerLimit or DateScopedCrawlingRangeUpperLimit parameters.

DateScopedCrawlingRangeLowerLimit (String)
DateScopedCrawlingRangeUpperLimit (String) CES 7.0.8225+ (March 2016)

Indexes only items for which the modification date is equal or after (DateScopedCrawlingRangeLowerLimit
parameter) or before (DateScopedCrawlingRangeUpperLimit parameter) the specified date entered in the
MM/dd/yyyy format. These parameters, together or alone, are useful to limit the size of a source and allow you
to split your Exchange content in 2 or more sources based on content modification dates.

Example: You use both the DateScopedCrawlingRangeLowerLimit or
DateScopedCrawlingRangeUpperLimit parameters to create one Exchange source per previous year from
01/01/yyyy to 12/31/yyyy, and the DateScopedCrawlingRangeLowerLimit parameter to configure one
source for the current year. Only the current year source needs to be regularly refreshed, reducing the load on
your Exchange server.

Note: You cannot you use either of the DateScopedCrawlingRangeLowerLimit or
DateScopedCrawlingRangeUpperLimit parameters when you use the DateScopedCrawlingSinceXDays
parameter.

Use the following procedure only when you want to modify one or more of the above hidden source parameters.

Tomodify hiddenMicrosoft Exchange source parameters

1. Refer to "Adding an Explicit Connector Parameter" on page lxvii to add one or more Microsoft Exchange
hidden source parameters.

2. For a new Microsoft Exchange source, access the Add Source page of the Administration Tool to modify the
value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. Under Collections, select the collection in which you want to add the source.

c. Under Sources, click Add.

d. In the Add Source page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

3. For an existing Microsoft Exchange source, access the Source: ... General page of the Administration Tool to
modify the value of the newly added advanced parameter:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. Under Collections, select the collection containing the source you want to modify.
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c. Under Sources, click the existing Microsoft Exchange source in which you want to modify the newly added
advanced parameter.

d. In the Source: ... General page, edit the newly added advanced parameter value.

6.7 What Are LDAP Searches?
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) searches are an important part of the Microsoft Exchange connector.

When the starting addresses https://servername or https://servername/exchange are used, a query is
performed against Active Directory of the current domain to find the available mailboxes. The results should reflect
all the users in the Active Directory who own a mailbox. Depending on the configuration of Active Directory, it is
possible that the results do not match the anticipated results.

You can use the LDAPSearchRoot and LDAPFilters hidden advanced parameters of the Microsoft Exchange
connector to fine tune the search (see "Modifying Hidden Microsoft Exchange Source Parameters" on page lvii).

Example: In the following LDAP search example that could be used for the LDAPSearchRoot parameter, the first
part of the LDAP string is important, since it specifies the domain.

LDAP://corp.mycompany.com/OU=MAIN,dc=corp,dc=mycompany,dc=com
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7. Adding an Explicit Connector Parameter
Connector parameters applying to all sources indexed using this connector are called explicit parameters.

When you create or configure a source, the Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) 7.0 Administration Tool presents
parameters with which you can configure the connector for most setups. For many connectors, more advanced and
more rarely used parameters also exist but are hidden by default. CES then uses the default value associated with
each of these hidden parameters.

You can however choose to make one or more of these parameters appear in the Add Source and Source: ...
General pages of the Administration Tool so that you can change their default value.

To add an explicit connector parameter

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Connectors.

3. In the list on the Connectors page, select the connector for which you want to show advanced hidden
parameters.

4. In the Parameters section of the selected connector page, click Add Parameter for each hidden parameter
that you want to modify.

Note: The Add Parameter button is present only when hidden parameters are available for the selected
connector.

5. In the Modify the parameters of the connector page:
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a. In the Type list, select the parameter type as specified in the parameter description.

b. In the Name box, type the parameter name exactly as it appears in the parameter description. Parameter
names are case sensitive.

c. In the Default Value box, enter the default value specified in the parameter description.

Important: Do not set the value that you want to use for a specific source. The value that you enter here
will be used for all sources defined using this connector so it must be set to the recommended default
value. You will be able to change the value for each source later, in the Add Source and Source: ...
General pages of the Administration Tool.

d. In the Label box, enter the label that you want to see for this parameter.

Example: To easily link the label to the hidden parameter, you can simply use the parameter name, and
if applicable, insert spaces between concatenated words. For the BatchSize hidden parameter, enter
Batch Size for the label.

Note: To create multilingual labels and quick help messages, use the following syntax:
<@ln>text</@>, where ln is replaced by the language initials—the languages of the Administration
Tool are English (en) and French (fr).

Example: <@fr>Chemin d'accès du fichier de configuration</@><@en>Configuration

File Path</@> is a label which is displayed differently in the French and English versions of the
Administration Tool.
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Tip: The language of the Administration Tool can be modified by pressing the following key combination:
Ctrl+Alt+Page Up.

e. Optionally, in Quick Help, enter the help text that you want to see for this parameter when clicking the
question mark button that will appear beside the parameter value.

Tip: Copy and paste key elements of the parameter description.

f. When Predefined values is selected in the Type parameter, in the Value box that appears, enter the
parameter values that you want to see available in the drop-down parameter that will appear in the
Administration Tool interface. Enter one value per line. The entered values must exactly match the values
listed in the hidden parameter description.

g. Select the Optional parameter check box when you want to identify this parameter as an optional
parameter. When cleared, CES does not allow you to save changes when the parameter is empty. This
parameter does not appear for Boolean and Predefined values parameter types.

h. Select the Sensitive information check box for password or other sensitive parameter so that, in the
Administration Tool pages where the parameter appears, the typed characters appear as dots to mask
them. This parameter appears only for the String type.

Example:When you select the Sensitive information check box for a parameter, the characters typed
appear as follows in the text box:

i. Select the Validate as an email address check box when you want CES to validate that the text string that
a user enters in this parameter respects the format of a valid email address. This parameter appears only
for the String type.

j. In the Maximum length box, enter the maximum number of characters for the string. This parameter
appears only for the String type. When you enter 0, the length of the string is not limited.

k. Click Save.

6. Back in the Connector page, click Apply Changes.

The hidden parameter now appears in the Add Source and Source: ... General pages of the Administration
Tool for the selected source. You can change the parameter value from these pages. Refer to the
documentation for each connector for details.

Note:When you want to modify a hidden source parameter, you must first delete it, and then redefine it with the
modified values.
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8. Configuring an Active Directory Security Provider
You must use an Active Directory (AD) security provider when you create a source to index the content of an Active
Directory domain. Other security providers may need to use an Active Directory security provider to expand, map, or
resolve users or groups defined in Active Directory.

Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) comes with a default Active Directory security provider to which no user identity is
assigned. In this case, the Active Directory security provider takes the CES service account as the user to access
AD. When CES is in the same domain as AD, you can use the default Active Directory security provider as is. No
configuration is needed.

You may need to create another Active Directory security provider only when CES and AD are in different and
untrusted domains. In this case, you only need to assign a user identity containing any user that has access to the
other domain to be able to use the security provider to expand, map, or resolve users or groups defined in Active
Directory of this domain.

Note: You can get familiar with how Coveo components deal with permissions on documents both at indexing
and query time.

To create or modify anActiveDirectory security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, select Security Providers.

4. In the Security Providers page:

l Click Add to create a new security provider.

OR

l Click an existing Active Directory security provider to modify it.

5. In the Modify Security Provider page:
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a. In the Name box, enter a name to identify this security provider.

b. In the Security Provider Type drop-down list:

i. On a 32-bit server, select Active Directory (x86).

ii. On a 64-bit server, select Active Directory (x64).

c. In the User Identity section:

i. In the drop-down list, select a user identity containing an account that has access to the desired
domain.

Example:When the user identity contains the domainA\OneUsername account, the security
provider connects to Domain A Active Directory.

Note:When User Identity is set to (none), the security provider takes the CES service account by
default.

ii. When needed, click Add, Edit, or Manage user identities respectively to create, modify, or manage
user identities.

d. CES 7.0.7338+ (January 2015) In the Email Provider section:
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i. In the drop-down list, select the email provider that recognizes your users by their email addresses.

Note:When you do not want to map Active Directory (AD) users to their email, select (none).

ii. When needed, click Add, Edit, or Manage security providers respectively to create, modify, or
manage email security providers.

e. In the Parameters section, in rare cases the Coveo Support could instruct you to click Add Parameters to
specify other security provider parameter names and values that could help to troubleshoot security
provider issues.

f. Leave the Allow Complex Identities option cleared as it does not apply to this type of security provider.

g. Click Save or Apply Changes, depending whether you are creating or modifying a security provider.

What'sNext?

When you are creating or modifying the security provider:

l For an Active Directory source, configure and index the source.

l To be used by another security provider, create or modify the other security provider.
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9. Configuring an Email Security Provider
An Email security provider is a simple email user identity container that can be used by another security provider to
recognize users by their email addresses. When used by more than one security providers attached to sources of
various types, an email security provider can act as a single sign-on system. An Email security provider does not
connect to any system so it does not need a user identity.

Note: You can get familiar with how Coveo components deal with permissions on documents both at indexing
and query time.

To configure anEmail security provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. On the menu, select Configuration > Security.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, select Security Providers.

4. In the Security - Security Providers page, click Add.

5. In the Modify Security Provider page:

a. In the Name box, enter a name of your choice for your Email security provider.

b. In the Security Provider Type list, select Email.
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Note: CES 7.0.5785 to 7.0.5935 (August to September 2013) The Email security provider DLL file is
missing in the CES distribution so you will not see the Email option in the Security Provider Type list.

To resolve this issue:

i. Contact Coveo Support to get a copy of the
Coveo.CES.CustomCrawlers.EmailSecurityProvider.dll file.

ii. When you receive the file, using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo Master server, and
then copy the file to the [CES_Path]\bin folder.

iii. When your Coveo instance includes a Mirror server, also copy the file to the [CES_Path]\bin folder
on the Coveo Mirror server.

iv. Restart the CES service so that the new DLL is recognized.

c. In the User Identity list, leave (none).

d. CES 7.0.7814+ (August 2015) (Optional) In the Security Provider list, select another security provider to
map Email identities to another identity type.

Example: You want to map Email identities to Active Directory (AD) ones so you select an LDAP Lookup
security provider that is chained to an AD security provider. The LDAP Lookup security provider is then
able to find a user in AD from his email and extracts his User Principal Name (UPN), thus allowing a
mapping of the Email identity to an AD one. Contact Coveo Support for assistance on how to create an
LDAP Lookup security provider.

e. Leave the Allow Complex Identities option cleared as it does not apply to this type of security provider.

f. Click Apply Changes.

What'sNext?

Configure a security provider that will use this Email security provider.
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